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Intelligent Risk-Based Access 
Request and Access Review

Reduce risk, and rubber-stamping of 
request approvals and access reviews 
with built-in machine learning.

Vendor Access Management

Delivers vendor onboarding, lifecycle 
management, stewardship, and  
succession management for B2B,  
partner and supply chain needs

Overview
IT Organizations are constantly on the lookout for  
increased identity exposure. Whether your organization  
is undertaking a digital transformation initiative needing 
an Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS) solution or your  
ecosystem is dynamically adding new cloud  

applications - securing and governing identity access, data,  
and infrastructure across the enterprise can be challenging.

Ping Identity is a leader in providing Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS). 
Their software helps prevent security breaches, increase employee, 
and partner productivity, and provide personalized customer  
experiences by bringing Single Sign-On (SSO) to the cloud. 

Using IDaaS capabilities such as Federated SSO, cloud directory,  
user provisioning, and multi-factor authentication the Ping Intelligent 
Identity platform provides workforce, customers, and partners with 
access to the cloud, mobile, SaaS, and on-premise applications. 

Saviynt is an innovative industry-leading provider of Identity  
Governance and Cloud Security solutions. As an Identity Governance  
as-a-Service provider, Saviynt enables organizations to adopt  
a comprehensive Identity Governance and Administrations (IGA)  
solution to address security and regulatory compliance requirements 
anywhere, anytime, for anyone. 

Business Problem
Ensuring compliance and creating business agility through seamless 
single sign-on (SSO), on-demand assignment of access to cloud and 
enterprise applications and tailored security policies does not need  
to be complex.  Currently, as new SaaS apps are on-boarded, IT is  
overburdened by the tasks of moving on-premises security groups 
and mitigating the proliferation of groups due to rapid deployment.  
The utilization of best practices often gets tossed aside to expedite 
onboarding, leading to unmanaged addition of new members and the 
creation of groups without owners, which exposes to organization to 
risk. Without appropriate security controls enforcing security policies 
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About Saviynt
Our vision is to redefine IGA by converging traditional Identity Management with 
Cloud Security, PAM and Application GRC capabilities. In doing this, Saviynt enables 
enterprises to secure applications, data and infrastructure in a single platform for 
cloud and enterprise.
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that look at various contexts such as orphaned accounts, orphaned 
groups, or high privileged users without multi-factor authentication 
enabled, the question then becomes who has access, to what, and 
how is this access being used?  Seeking an integrated solution to  
secure applications and identities across cloud, hybrid and on-premise  
infrastructures suggests a need for a modern Identity Governance 
and Administration (IGA) solution. Saviynt wraps automation, access 
request, risk visibility, continuous monitoring of actionable controls  
for SoD and Security benchmarks (CIS, Cloud Foundation and ITGC), 
and certification around the enterprise, enhancing security without 
impeding business agility or adding friction to the user experience. 

The Saviynt Solution
Combining the capabilities of Identity Provider/Service Provider (IDP/
SP) like Ping Identity with Saviynt’s Identity Governance Administration  
(IGA) enables organizations to adopt a comprehensive IAM solution to 
govern access on-premise, cloud or hybrid, IT infrastructures. Working 
together, we provide an end-to-end solution that includes Web SSO 
and federation, internet directory, user-provisioning, and multi-factor 
authentication to secure digital business transformation. 

Saviynt + Ping Identity at a Glance
Intelligent Identity and Secure Access Management  
for Cloud and Enterprise 

Learn More
Find Out why Saviynt received the highest  
product score for Midsize or Large  
Enterprise & Governance-Focused use  
cases in Gartner’s 2018 Critical Capabilities  
for IGA.

Try a Demo
of the Saviynt IGA Platform
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Multi-factor Authentication

Access Security

Intelligent API Security
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Application GRC and Access Control

Data Access Governance

Privileged Access Management 
and Governance

Cloud Security and Governance

Saviynt Ping Identity

Facilitating  
Frictionless CIAM 
Saviynt identity APIs integrate with 
Ping Identity solutions for client and 
citizen applications, offering the 
user a personalized experience, and 
ready-to-integrate identity functions 
for user self-service. Providing registration, 
password and ID recovery, and profile 
management while ensuring proper 
controls are in place.  
Saviynt’s attribute-rich identity  
warehouse extends to marketing  
automation and CRM systems  
to empower your business for 
 rapid growth.


